G D SALWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOME WORK
CLASS 5
The wonders of where we are
And where we‟ll be
What we do And what we see.
What we find and what we seek,
Not everyone knows
And I know … mom and dad you will spend time with me!!!”
Summer vacation has come again. This is a welcome break for all of you to
enjoy, explore and do things on your own. Time and tide wait for none. So,
value your time and make optimum use of it. Go to meet your relatives,
spend time with them and make them feel how important they are for you.
Read and do something, learn something new and make your parents feel
proud of you. Also take out some time to enjoy and complete the fun holiday
homework. “

Task

Interdisciplinary Project
Subject Specific
World: Power of 5.

Theme

General Instructions:
1. Bring holiday‟s homework in a well organized folder.
2. Parents are requested to only guide their children while doing the
assignment.
3. Originality of the work will be appreciated.

4. Project / Homework will be assessed on the basis of neatness (3 marks),
creativity (3 marks) and originality of ideas (4 marks).
5.) Do all your homework on A4 size sheets.
6) Do the subject specific homework separately as per directions.
7) Conclude your project by writing few lines on….
While doing my integrated project I enjoyed…………….

SUBJECT

INTEGRATED

SUBJECT SPECIFIC

ENGLISH

Theme:
“We don‟t realize that we
are making memories, we
just know that it‟s fun to
watch cartoons.”
Let‟s celebrate childhood
and enjoy the summer break
by watching some and
learning about them.
We give you an opportunity
to watch and read about
Walt Disney and its
characters. Out of the five
characters, namely: Mickey,
Miney, Goofy, Pluto&
Donald Duck, choose any
one and write an
autobiography on the

Read the book:- The
Magic Faraway Tree and
make a book jacket for
the same and write its
summary in about (80100) words. Briefly write
about the character you
like the most and why?
Watch the movie „Jurassic
Park‟ and read the lesson
Jurassic Park: Making the
Film. Write an
imaginative conversation
between Lex and Tim
(read pg. 122) and create
your conversation on it.

following points: Childhood, adventure and
friends by imagining
yourself to be the same.
Also, mention a brief history
of Walt Disney and its
creation. Compile it on A-4
sheets and beautify it with
pictures.

Give wings to your
imagination by composing
an “Acrostic poem”
Acrostic poem is the type
of poem where the first
letter of each line spell out
the word or a phrase. For
eg.

Pick and choose any one
theme given below and
create your own Acrostic
poem.
WATER, MOTHER,
SCHOOL, EARTH,
HEALTH, WIND,
PEACE or SMILE. Write
it on A4 sheet and
beautify your creatiivity.
HINDI

MATHS

On an A-4 sheet write:
What are
pentominoes?
Who discovered
pentominoes?

Paste the pictures of
all the members of
your family.
Write down their
date of birth using
Roman
Numerals

Make any 5 different
pentominoes using
coloured A4 sheet.
SCIENCE

Theme: World: Power of 5
“The ones who are crazy
enough to think they can
change the world are the
ones who do.” Steve Jobs
The world has changed by
leaps and bounds. Inventions
of today, nurture the
tomorrow. A tribute to our
great scientists. Let‟s know
them well and the change
they brought to the
mankind.
Choose any 5 powerful
inventions that changed the
world towards betterment.
Write about the impact of
invention and trace the
inventor‟s journey towards
attaining his/her goal.
Paste/ draw pictures of the
scientists and their
inventions beautifying your
project

SOCIAL
STUDIES

Find the name of five
explorers who discovered
new lands. Choose one
country /land discovered by
them and on an A4 sheet
paste and write about that
country‟s:

with the help of
quilling strip on an
A-4 sheet.
Project on migratory
birds:
Make a project on
migratory birds (any 3)
Explore your creativity
and beautify it with
pictures.
Tips 1. General information
(Physical Attributes)
2. Habitat
3. Reason for its
migration.
4. Pros and cons of
migration
5. Other important
information

Analyze the impact of
human activities and
technological innovations
on rising temperature of
the Earth. Depict the same
through a poster- Topic
climate change

1.Flag (picture)
2. Its currency( picture)
3.Climatic condition during
the month of June
4.Latitudinal and
longitudinal extent
5. Places of interest with
pictures.
6.Language
7.Lifestyle

ART

Make a folder using
pastel sheet.
Paste or colour the
cover page using old
magazine or sketch
pens.

